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Identity and Recognition in Friederike Helene Unger’s Bekenntnisse einer schönen Seele 

In 1806 an anonymously authored novel titled Bekenntnisse einer schönen Seele was 

published in Germany. For those active in the literary circles of that time period, the allusion to 

Book Six of Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre certainly would not have gone unnoticed. 

Perhaps it is in part because of this that many people, Goethe included, mistakenly believed the 

author of the novel to be a man – in spite of the subtitle of the novel “von ihr selbst geschrieben.” 

This direct framing of the text in relationship to a very well-known work authored by the greatest 

German writer is mirrored within the novel itself, where the protagonist presents her 

autobiography couched in allusions to another great author – Jeans-Jacques Rousseau. It is my 

argument that, in establishing themselves in relationship to such recognized figures, both the 

author and the protagonist of this novel are demanding recognition for themselves. 

In the case of Mirabella, the novel’s protagonist, this recognition serves a very important 

function – it reinforces her identity. Unger’s novel is, among other things, an exploration into 

and representation of individual identity. Through a series of autobiographical letters addressed 

to her friend Cäsar, Mirabella undertakes to explain “[w]oher es doch kommen möge, daß [sie], 

trotz ihrem Alter und ihrer Jungfrauschaft, noch immer ihren Platz in der Gesellschaft behauptet, 

und sogar ein Gegenstand der Zuneigung und Achtung bleibt” (3). Although her status as both a 

woman and a virgin would normally exclude her from many aspects of society (both the 

masculine public sphere and even the private sphere of the housewife), she is able to position 

herself as a respected and influential individual. Her success rests on her unwavering self-

knowledge or identity as well as on her ability to communicate these characteristics to those 

around her. Through the dialogical relationship with the reader (primarily the fictional male 

recipient embedded in the text), Mirabella’s narrative attempts to establish the legitimacy of her 

claims for recognition in solidifying the characteristics of her identity as she presents them to the 

world. 

In his “Politics of Recognition” Charles Taylor addresses the “supposed links between 

recognition and  identity, where this latter term designates something like a person’s 

understanding of who they are, of their fundamental defining characteristics as a human being” 

(25). The argument raised by Taylor is that our identity is partly predicated on a sort of social 

(mis)recognition that mirrors back a vision of ourselves: our interactions with those around us 
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can produce either Anerkennung or Verkennung. One’s identity does not exist in a vacuum, nor 

can it emerge monologically; it requires the dialogical interplay between two persons to produce 

an understanding of a person’s identity, and this understanding can be – from the perspective of 

the person asserting his or her identity – a misunderstanding. The implications of such an 

argument are that a person can attempt to assert his or her identity, but this identity only truly 

exists when it is recognized by somebody else.  

 Several centuries earlier, Johann Gottlieb Fichte made a similar claim when he argued 

that recognition by those around us is a requisite feature of being an individual. Fichte was more 

focused on the concept of freedom and its role in the assertion of the individual vis-à-vis others 

in society, though his articulation of such a tenet reveals the extent to which recognition and 

individuality are connected.1 “Die Erkenntnis des einen Individuums vom anderen ist bedingt 

dadurch, daß das andere es als ein freies behandele (d. i. seine Freiheit beschränke durch den 

Begriff der Freiheit des ersten)… Das Verhältnis freier Wesen zueinander ist daher das 

Verhältnis einer Wechselwirkung durch Intelligenz und Freiheit. Keines kann das andere 

anerkennen, wenn nicht beide sich gegenseitig anerkennen” (Fichte 48). This reciprocal 

relationship of mutual recognition is not just what delineates one individual from another; it is 

responsible for the understanding of the individual as such in the first place. “Der Begriff der 

Individualität ist aufgezeigtermaßen ein Wechselbegriff, d. i. ein solcher, der nur in Beziehung 

auf ein anderes Denken gedacht werden kann” (Fichte 51). It is this dialogical nature of 

recognition – as Taylor describes it – that necessitates another individual in order for our own 

individuality to be consummate. 

The protagonist of Bekenntnisse understands this and, accordingly, articulates her 

individuality in dialogue with another character. That this character is a male only strengthens 

her claims for recognition, as it is arguably the case that men’s judgments were more decisive 

and socio-politically meaningful than those of women. This is, incidentally, the first of many 

male-oriented frameworks within which the protagonist is situated as a means for achieving 

status and respect. These frameworks – or dialogical relationships, as they could also be called – 

                                                           
1 I should note here that we can see how Fichte’s terminology differs slightly in that he looks at the individual rather 

than at identity; a concern which is of little importance when one understands how connected and even synonymous 

these two concepts are in the 18th century. Taylor’s own definition of identity posits it as the characteristics of the 

individual, making a distinction between the two rather unnecessary. 
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are most pronounced in the very beginning and very end of the novel. In her introductory letter to 

Cäsar, Mirabella explains the presentation of her confessions: “Die Natur wollte nun einmal, daß 

in der Reihe der Wesen auch ein solches Geschöpf existiren [sic] sollte, wie ich bin. Eben so 

weit davon entfernt, mich als Muster darstellen zu wollen, als ich entfernt bin, meine eigene 

Anklägerin zu werden, will ich mich also nur in meiner Eigenthümlichkeit schildern. Ob diese 

gut sey, oder nicht, darüber mögen Andere entscheiden“ (Bekenntnisse 6-7). Such sentiments are 

reminiscent of Rousseau’s introductory statements in his own Confessions: “Je ne suis fait 

comme aucun de ceux que j’ai vu; j’ose croire n’être fait comme aucun de ceux qui existent. Si 

je ne vaux pas mieux, au moins je suis autre…c’est dont on ne peut me juger qu’après m’avoir 

lu” (1).2 Although Rousseau’s words take on a more accusing tone than those of Mirabella’s, we 

can see how both engage in a dialogue with their readers in presenting their individualities for 

judgment. Additionally, as I have already argued in my introduction, the fact that Mirabella’s 

confessions allude to those of Rousseau strengthens her claim to authenticity and recognition.  

The way in which Mirabella’s autobiographical confessions are presented – with the 

allusion to Rousseau and dedicated to a male reader – establishes a claim for a certain level of 

respect or recognition. The fact that she is writing such an account in the first place, however, 

deserves some consideration itself. Although Mirabella insists that she is writing her life story to 

Cäsar only to pass the time, she makes a revealing statement regarding “das Eigenthümliche der 

menschlichen Natur, die, weil sie nicht auf einmal wird, was sie werden kann, über sich selbst 

nur dadurch Aufschluß zu geben vermag, daß sie aussagt, wie sie allmählig zu Stande gebracht 

worden ist” (Bekenntnisse 333). In order to shed any light on one’s identity it is necessary to 

provide an autobiographical account of one’s development. We must explain how we came to be 

who/how we are in order to understand who/how we are. Far from being tautological, such an 

assertion highlights the relationship between autobiography, development, and identity. By 

providing a narrative for our development we are able to establish an identity for ourselves. This 

identity is, in turn – as Taylor and Fichte have asserted, dependent upon recognition from some 

external recipient. But how do we share our identity (as we understand it) with those around us? 

                                                           
2 “I am not made like any that I have seen; I venture to believe that I was not made like any that exist. If I am not 

more deserving, at least I am different..it is impossible to judge me before having read me.” 
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In Mirabella’s case, she chooses to pen an account of her life and send it to a friend. One 

scholar has argued that “Anerkennung…beinhaltet Lebensgeschichte…[und ist] biographisch 

vermittelt” (Limmer 19, 243); it is an act of establishing oneself as belonging to something that 

we then share as a part of our life (story). If we accept this understanding of the relationship 

between recognition, identity, and life story then we can see that Mirabella actually needs to 

write her autobiographical confessions in order to assert her individuality and acquire recognition 

from those around her. This individuality, in turn, is of utmost importance. “Ich habe oft 

gedacht,” she writes, “daß die Erziehung jedes menschlichen Wesens, das nur einigermaßen 

gerathen soll, höchst einfach seyn müsse. Es kommt zuletzt doch nur darauf an, daß man eine 

achtunggebietende Individualität gewinne” (Bekenntnisse 17). Our success as human beings is 

predicated on the ability to establish an individuality – and not just any individuality; it must be 

one that inspires awe and demands respect. 

The relationship between respect and recognition is an integral one; according to Charles 

Taylor respect is one of the philosophical foundations of recognition. Pointing to Rousseau, 

Taylor argues that he “could be seen as one of the originators of the discourse of recognition. I 

say this not because he uses the term, but because he begins to think out the importance of equal 

respect, and, indeed, deems it indispensable for freedom” (44-45). This same discourse emerges, 

as we have seen, in Unger’s writing, even where she – like Rousseau – does not explicitly use the 

term ‘recognition.’ And, like both Rousseau and Fichte, freedom is an equally important precept 

that is worth fighting for. Writing about herself and her close friend, Caroline, Mirabella 

explains: 

Wir würden noch immer glücklich seyn, wenn wir auch ganz von der Welt getrennt lebten. Dies ist aber 

nicht der Fall; wir leben vielmehr mitten in der Welt. Es kam darauf an, eine solche Stellung zu gewinnen, 

daß wir von dem Geräusch um uns her nur gerade so viel berührt würden, als sich mit der Bestimmung 

vertrug, die wir uns selbst gegeben hatten. Zu diesem Endzweck konnten wir uns nur dem Umgange 

solcher Personen hingeben, die wirklich zu uns paßten…Wer sich mit dem Volumen befaßt, wird davon 

erdrückt; wer hingegen Verstand genug hat, nur nach der Quintessenz zu streben, behält seine ganze 

Freiheit und wird durch die höchsten Genüsse belohnt. (Bekenntnisse 364-65) 

The interest in preserving one’s freedom is juxtaposed with the necessity of engaging with those 

who are capable of mirroring back the image of us that we attempt to project. Mirabella extolls 

the value of limiting one’s interactions as much as possible, as the desire to secure her freedom is 

clearly of great importance to her. 
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Despite her insistence on the value of solitude and the positive effects of separating 

oneself from society, Mirabella does need other individuals. She is even forced to admit that “ein 

freundloses Leben…so viel Abscheuliches für mich [hat], daß ich lieber gar nicht mehr existiren 

will, wenn die nackte Existenz durch sich selbst bedingt ist” (382). A glance at one of the many 

instances where Mirabella speaks of avoiding society and preserving personal freedom reveals 

that she does not use “I.” It is always Mirabella and Carolina or Mirabella and Eugenia. This 

“we” reinforces the understanding of personal identity as emerging both from inside an 

individual as well as from outside – from the presence of a second individual. Taylor argues that 

“my discovering my own identity doesn’t mean that I work it out in isolation, but that I negotiate 

it through dialogue, partly overt, partly internal, with others. That is why the development of an 

ideal of inwardly generated identity gives a new importance to recognition. My own identity 

crucially depends on my dialogical relations with others” (34). As Mirabella notes in her 

introductory letter, it is up to others to pass judgment on her whereas her sole undertaking is the 

presentation of her self. And while she, like Rousseau, has a very clear idea of her personal 

identity, it is not guaranteed that those around her will recognize it. It is an active struggle to 

ensure that those around us to perceive us as we already perceive ourselves. “[I]nwardly derived, 

personal, original identity doesn’t enjoy this recognition a priori. It has to win it through 

exchange, and the attempt can fail” (Taylor 34-35). 

 Mirabella appears acutely aware of this, as evidenced first by her general unwillingness 

to socialize with others and, secondly, by the sentiments that emerge in her short “dissertation” 

on Goethe’s Die natürliche Tochter. Beginning with this first point, it is not just identity that can 

suffer through interpersonal relationships, but also freedom (and, as Fichte argues, the two are 

directly related). “Eine Sammlung wirklich geistreicher Schriften hat den Vorzug selbst vor der 

besten Gesellschaft,” Mirabella insists, “[weil] man seiner Bibliothek gegenüber die vollste 

Freiheit [behält], welche nothwendig verloren geht, wenn man sich, im persönlichen Umgange, 

fremden Individualitäten anschmiegen muß” (Bekenntnisse 376-77). This idea of a necessary 

sacrifice of (personal) freedom echoes a conclusion drawn by Fichte: “Ich muß das freie Wesen 

außer mir in allen Fällen anerkennen als ein solches, d.h. meine Freiheit durch den Begriff der 

Möglichkeit seiner Freiheit beschränken” (56). Fichte frames it slightly more positively, as he 

views this as the basis of Rechtsverhältnisse. For Mirabella, this is a necessary evil; she must 
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interact with those around her in order to assert her self, yet the very act of doing so is an erosion 

of her freedom and, by extension, individuality. 

 On another level, however – and this is really what Taylor is referring to when he talks 

about the struggle for recognition, there is the very real possibility that those around us will 

misunderstand an individual to the point of misrecognition. It is no longer merely an issue of loss 

of freedom the way Mirabella or Fichte understand it; the very core of our identity can be lost on 

those we attempt to interact with. Mirabella touches on this in her analysis of why Goethe’s Die 

natürliche Tochter was so poorly received by contemporaneous readers: 

Große, hocherhebende Gefühle wollte der Dichter erzeugen, und solche hat er in allen denen erzeugt, die 

ihn zu fassen Kraft genug haben. Doch auf die Menge konnte er nicht einwirken. … Mit tiefer, alles 

umfassender Menschenkenntniß hatte der Dichter gezeigt, wie aus Eugenia's nicht gesetzmäßiger Geburt 

sich, mit ihren seltenen Talenten und ungemeinen Eigenschaften, ihre Ansprüche auf anerkannte Hoheit 

und ihre Schicksale entwickelten; allein sich mit einem solchen Wesen, wie diese Eugenia ist, zu 

identifiziren, ist der großen Menge unmöglich. (Bekenntnisse 371-72; emphasis in original) 

Aside from being the only place in the novel where a variation of the word Anerkennung 

appears, this statement offers an important insight into Mirabella’s understanding of the 

relationship of the individual to society. Recognition, for Mirabella, is largely based on the 

ability of society to understand or identify with an individual. “Mit unseren Eigenschaften 

mußten wir das Schicksal mancher anderer Weiber theilen,” she writes of herself and Caroline, 

“die nur deswegen verkannt werden, weil man ihre Eigenthümlichkeit nicht zu begreifen 

vermag.” (Bekenntnisse 209-10). This peculiarity, a word which is repeated fairly often 

throughout the novel, is the essence of Mirabella’s identity. It is the sum of the characteristics 

that define her as an individual. And it something that she cannot guarantee will be understood 

by those around her. 

I have already noted how important it is for Mirabella to establish and preserve one’s 

individuality, and we can see that is not an easy undertaking. It is even more difficult, however, 

if one also happens to be a woman: 

Sind wir einmal breit getreten, so mag es immerhin etwas Gutes seyn, aller Menschen Freund seyn zu 

können; allein so lange wir es noch nicht sind, müssen wir alles, was unseren Charakter ausmacht, als das 

köstlichste Kleinod bewahren, weil eine kräftig ausgesprochene Individualität zuletzt mehr werth ist, als die 

ganze Gesellschaft. Ich sollte dies nicht sagen, weil ich ein Weib bin; aber meine Rechtfertigung liegt in 
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dem Stillschweigen, welches die Männer in Beziehung auf diese Wahrheit behaupten. (Bekenntnisse 127-

28) 

The very act of insisting on the importance of one’s individuality is implied as being 

unacceptable for women; only men have the right to demand such recognition. Rather than 

conceding to such a line of reasoning, however, Mirabella demonstrates not only that women can 

achieve respect, but also that their relationships with one another can be enriched precisely 

because they are generally excluded from the male sphere. After her friend Caroline dies and 

Mirabella returns to Germany, she makes the acquaintance of a woman named Eugenia. 

Wären wir Männer gewesen, so würden wir uns gegenseitig achten gelernt haben; in dieser Achtung aber 

hätte unser Verhältniß seinen höchsten Charakter gefunden. Da wir Weiber waren, so mußte zu der 

Achtung sich noch die Liebe gesellen und unsere Freundschaft um so vollkommner werden. Denn für den 

Mann, der, es sey durch welches Talent es wolle, immer seinen Stützpunkt in der ganzen Gesellschaft hat, 

ist die Freundschaft mehr Luxus als Bedürfniß, während sie für ein Weib, das in der ganzen Gesellschaft 

nie einen Stützpunkt haben soll, ein um so stärkeres Bedürfniß ist, wenn das Weib auch der männlichen 

Unterstützung ermangelt. (Bekenntnisse 332) 

This acknowledgment of the differing spheres for men and women, and the subsequent 

differences in interpersonal interactions, underscores the importance of a reciprocal relationship 

with another individual in order for our own character to emerge fully. And while the added 

element of love helps to perfect female friendship, Mirabella’s tone implies that it is preferable to 

find respect and support from a more male-oriented source. 

 Mirabella is fortunate to have not only her female friends, but also recourse to the support 

of a male friend (her addressee, Cäsar). This relationship to Cäsar is not one of wife and 

husband; they are two individuals “in der ganzen Gesellschaft” (to use Mirabella’s words), who 

are learning to respect each other. Mirabella’s insistence on this respect is the impetus for her 

writing her confessions in the first place. The marked gender difference in asserting one’s 

individuality leads Mirabella to frame herself not infrequently in contradictory terms. On the one 

hand, she repeatedly invokes her virginity and similarly feminine features to establish the success 

and individuality of her character. On the other hand, she presents herself in direct relationship to 

men and even paints an image of herself as an independent, almost masculine individual. 
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As Sigrid Lange has argued, Mirabella is able to lead an extraordinary and atypical life 

for a woman of her time.3 She is financially independent, despite not having been married, and 

undertakes the equivalent of a Bildungsreise across Europe. Thanks to her foster father she 

received a superior education, and her knowledge of literature is significantly expanded through 

her interactions with her friend Adelaide’s brother. Although she is highly educated and has 

access to a somewhat non-traditional lifestyle for a woman, she is quite defensive of “traditional 

femininity.” When describing her foster mother, Mirabella notes that “[d]ieselbe Deutschheit, 

welche ihren Bruder zu einem Mann machte, gab ihr die ächte Weiblichkeit, die man bei so 

wenigen Französinnen antrifft, weil sie immer erst dann einen Werth errungen zu haben glauben, 

wenn sie aus ihrem Geschlecht getreten sind” (13). Speaking later of herself, Mirabella notes that 

“keiner von [ihr]en Gesichtszügen widersprach der Weiblichkeit” (24). She reads novels and 

learns music, but “[hielt sich] im Übrigen von jener Virtuosität, welche die Weiblichkeit 

vernichtet, entfernt” (32). Most important of all - as Mirabella insists in her letter to Cäsar - is her 

virginity. Mirabella is an amalgam of opposites and something of a paradox, though this is 

necessary for her orientation and self-expression. 

“Ich sage in der That nicht zuviel,” Mirabella claims, “wenn ich behaupte, daß in [der 

Oberhofmeisterin] und mir zwei Extreme einander gegenüber standen, von welchen man das 

eine die vollendete Unweiblichkeit, das andere die höchste Jungfräulichkeit nennen konnte” 

(154). The opposite of complete “unfemininity” is virginity. By making such an argument, 

Mirabella implicitly orients herself towards men - virginity can be superseded only by sex (with 

a man) - and yet the fact that she has never engaged in such physical intimacy leaves her 

completely free of men. One scholar has pointed to these contradictory elements of Mirabella’s 

character as indicative of her dual nature. “Mirabella’s comparative success is due in part to good 

fortune,” Brewer admits, though more significantly it is a result of “Mirabella’s duality as both 

Gemüth and Geist, as both man and woman” (Beautiful Souls 119, 126). It is this duality that 

permits Mirabella to establish her own identity and life story where other female figures in the 

novel do not. To the extent that she is a woman, she is true to her nature. To the extent that she is 

                                                           
3 “Ungers Roman intendiert, gegen das vorgeschriebene weibliche Sozialisationsmuster, eine weibliche 

Bildungsgeschichte. Mithin ist seine Heldin gehalten, einen exzeptionellen Weg einzuschlagen. Dabei überschreitet 

sie das Goethsche Vorbild nicht nur in ihrer weiblichen Utopie, sondern auch in den der Heldin zugemessenen 

Erhfahrungsräumen. Ihre Mirabella reist. Das unterscheidet sich von den Möglichkeiten der meisten Frauen ihrer 

Zeit“ (99-100). 
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able to interact with males but independent of their influence, she is positioning herself within 

masculine privilege. In this way she is able to achieve both freedom from men as well as a level 

of respect or recognition normally only afforded men. 

In explaining his understanding of marriage and its relationship to freedom and 

individuality, Fichte argues that “[d]ie Frau gehört nicht sich selbst an, sondern dem Manne” 

(329). Following Fichte’s own formulation of recognition as a reciprocal act between two free 

individuals, women are then inherently precluded from asserting or even acquiring their own 

individuality. They can only exist in relationship to men and must relinquish their freedom to 

these men. For Fichte, woman is never fully free; she is subordinate first to her parents and then 

to her husband (323). Despite these limitations to women’s freedom, Fichte does insist that 

marriage must be entered into willingly, hinting at a fleeting possibility for recognition for 

women. How can women maintain their freedom and continue to insist on being recognized as 

free individuals? One way, certainly, is never to marry. This is why Mirabella feels the need to 

explain her phrasing when she references her celibacy: “Jungfrau bin ich geblieben, weil nach 

Moritz sich mir kein Mann dargestellt hat, dem ich meine Freiheit aufzuopfern der Mühe werth 

gehalten hätte; ich muß mich so ausdrücken, ob ich gleich bei mir überzeugt bin, daß meine 

Jungfrauschaft nicht die Folge des Raisonnements bei mir gewesen ist” (Bekenntnisse 379). This 

is, furthermore, why her statement that she, “trotz ihrem Alter und ihrer Jungfrauschaft, noch 

immer ihren Platz in der Gesellschaft behauptet, und sogar ein Gegenstand der Zuneigung und 

Achtung bleibt” makes perfect sense (Bekenntnisse 3). If she had not been successful in 

maintaining her virginity – that is to say, her freedom from the direct influence of a man in her 

life – she would not be in the position she is now where she can lay claim to an individuality of 

her own. 

This masculine framing of a very feminine experience has been interpreted elsewhere as 

a subversive overcoming of the male-female dichotomy. Lange argues that Unger’s 

“Protagonistin durchläuft eine männliche Sozialisation, um sich als weibliches Selbst zu 

konstituieren” (85). By presenting a feminine character with masculine socialization, Unger is 

able to offer “drei utopische Modelle für die Entwicklung weiblicher Subjektivität: die 

antipatriarchalische Idylle als gesellschaftlichen Gegenentwurf, die im Fluchtpunkt Italien als 

Land der Kunst symbolisierte ästhetische Utopie und die pragmatische Utopie der 
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Nischenexistenz mit Eugenie” (Lange 94). In other words, Mirabella’s radical lifestyle offers up 

the only possibilities for female subjectivity - by crossing the boundaries of contemporaneous 

norms. In doing so - via her masculine socialization - Mirabella is able to redefine what it means 

to be a woman. While I do not read Unger’s text quite as radically as Lange does, it is important 

to note that these three models all include a freedom from men and an opportunity to develop 

one’s self (subjectivity). To the extent that it is unfeasible for a woman to develop her 

subjectivity (or individuality, as Mirabella calls it) within the traditional, male-dominated 

lifestyle, Unger’s novel can and should be considered an investigation of the alternative 

possibilities available to women of her time, particularly as it concerns their ability to establish 

identity and selfhood.4 

 As I have argued elsewhere,5 definitive answers and clear-cut resolutions are of far less 

importance to Unger than investigating a situation or exploring possible answers to a given 

question. In the case of Mirabella’s attempt to assert her individuality and acquire recognition, 

the reader is never provided with any responses from Cäsar that would confirm or deny the 

success of Mirabella’s venture. Even Mirabella herself does not undertake to answer this, instead 

leaving open the question of “ob ich durch meine Aufrichtigkeit bei Ihnen gewonnen oder 

verloren habe” (Bekenntnisse 383). Of far greater importance for Mirabella’s character is that 

she is given the space to assert her identity and stake a claim for recognition in the first place. 

Her certainty of the success of her individuality is, indeed, so strong that she hardly needs to 

include confirmation of this outside of her own experiences. What she does need to include, 

however, is reference to the other individuals in her life and the dialogical relationships she 

pursues with these individuals. Mirabella’s female friends help her to refer to her identity in the 

first place, while her male-oriented narrative enables her to give form to it. Without this 

exchange there would be nobody to recognize the person that she is and – to the extent that this 

is literature and there is no Mirabella outside of the novel – she would literally cease to exist. 

                                                           
4 Brewer similarly points to the novel’s attempt to engage with the question of female identity:  “Raphael’s 

Transfiguration may be understood as a visual representation of a woman’s struggle for selfhood….Unger’s use of 

the painting reinforces her ongoing critique of restrictive social roles for women, roles that were reinforced by 

Goethe’s rendition of the ‘real’ ‘beautiful soul’ as being necessarily submissive” (Beautiful Souls 127). Whereas 

Brewer situates her argument in Unger’s use of Raphael’s painting, I look to the narrative structure and content for 

further clues into Unger’s stance on the individual. 
5 This is a recurring argument in my dissertation, most explicitly articulated on pages 121-22. 
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